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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
During the past few years, particularly the last two or three years,
about the only policy —if it might be called a policy —in setting selling
prices has been to get the business away from competitors at any
price. That policy forms a considerable part of the vicious circle of
destructive forces which brought about such widespread economic distress. The result was inevitable. Goods have been sold far below
the combined cost of production and distribution —how far below it
is often difficult to determine because of inaccurate and incomplete
cost records. Distribution costs have not been accounted for as accurately as have production costs, and as a whole, they have not been
properly considered in the mad scramble for a greater share of a
decreasing volume of sales at a lower and still lower price. In this
issue of our Bulletin we are presenting a very excellent paper on
"Distribution Cost Analysis and Its Influence on Pricing Policy."
The author of this paper not only deals with the application of distribution cost accounting methods, but he suggests several sound and
valuable ideas on the relation of distribution costs to pricing policies.
E. S. Freeman, the author of this paper, is Chief Statistician of the
Dennison Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass. He has had
a wide range of business experience, most of which has been within
his present organization. He started as factory cost accountant and
proceeded successively through the positions of sales statistician, head
of the commercial research department, and division head in charge
of accounting, to his present position. He has written and spoken
extensively on marketing problems and is considered an authority on
the subject. Mr. Freeman delivered this paper before our Worcester
Chapter.
The second paper in this Bulletin is brief but full of valuable ideas
on methods of allocating distribution expenses by classes of product
by use of standard rates. J. Ross Smith, the author of this paper,
can boast that his entire business experience of 30 years has been in
the employ of the Western Electric Company and its subsidiaries. As
his position is that of general factory accountant, he approaches the
subject of distribution expenses from the viewpoint of the factory
accountant rather than from that of the general accountant.
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DISTRIB UTIO N CO ST ANALY SIS AND ITS
INFLUENCE ON PRICING POLICY
By E. S. Freeman, Chief Statistician,
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
N we consider that somewhere around one -half of the
W1111 HE
money spent in the retail stores of this country goes to pay
for the costs of marketing, we can hardly avoid the conclusion that
marketing costs really do deserve some attention from this Association.
It wouldn't be so bad, however, to pay half of our money
simply for moving goods from where they are made to the place
where and when they are wanted if we really got a good job for
our money. But the fact is that the marketing process is wasteful
not only of its own effort but also of the effort of our factories.
Every so often it jams and prevents our factories from operating
at more than a small fraction of their capacities.
Hence, I believe that the opportunities for the application of
scientific methods and management are even greater in the field of
marketing than in the field of manufacturing. It may be true that
these opportunities cannot be fully realized without developing new
forms of business organization, but then we have been able to
change our factory organizations a lot during the past 5o years.
There is no reason to believe that our inventiveness has been fully
exhausted or that the evolutionary process has come to an end.
What We Ought to Do About It
The first step in any effort at improvement is a thorough understanding of just what is being done at the present time and why
we are doing it. That is where cost accountants should be interested. The development of methods for the collecting and recording of business facts is directly in your line. Also you are trained
to interpret figures into terms which can be used in planning and
management.
The problem must be tackled on many fronts and in different
ways by individual companies and by business associations. Each
cost accountant can make a beginning in his own organization.
Money for experimentation is doubtless scarce today but on the
3
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other hand the realization of the need for improvement has never
been greater. Some of the things which we can do nothing about
today will become very important when business again begins to
grow and require guidance in its growth.
There is, of course, more room for debate as to just what
should be done than there is in regard to the need of doing something. We must collect many ideas and points of view and a
healthy scepticism concerning each is very useful so long as it is
found in an open and active mind.
All that I can do at this time is to discuss one aspect of this
many -sided problem and that is the point of view of the individual
manufacturing merchant. I shall divide this discussion into four
parts as follows:
I —How business is divided into two factories, a goods
factory and a money factory.
II —How the goods factory includes not only manufacturing but also order filling.
III —How the money factory or order - getting costs can
be used in sales planning, and
IV —How costs can be used in pricing and master
budgetary control.
I propose to give you my own personal opinion as to the theory
upon which marketing cost accounting should be based and then
to explain to you how we are attempting to put our theories into
practice at the Dennison Manufacturing Co. Please understand
that I am not proposing a finished plan. We are still experimenting and no doubt shall make many changes before we go much
further. Nevertheless, you may be able to get some ideas from
what we are doing.
Before going further, it may be helpful for those who are unacquainted with us to explain that we manufacture a wide variety
of paper products. About 5,000 items are carried in stock and
about one -half of our output consists of goods made to order.
We have nearly half a million orders a year, ranging in size from
less than 5 o cents to more than $5o,0oo apiece. We sell to about
i5o,000 customers varying in size from the large manufacturing
concern to the smallest gift shop. Also, we operate six retail
stores.
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Proper Terminology
Before we can properly understand what we are spending money
for in marketing we must debunk our terminology of such words
as "distribution cost." Unfortunately, this term has been adopted
without criticism merely because the classical economists have left
it on our doorstep. Now while both economics and cost accounting
deal with the money - getting activities of mankind, yet economics
is written from the point of view of society as a whole, whereas
cost accounting must be developed from the point of view of the
individual business enterprise. In any scientific investigation we
must avoid kidding ourselves into thinking that these two points
of view are the same. Sometimes they are but often they are
diametrically opposed. Everybody strives for more than his fair
share of the market and ultimately brings about overexpansion.
Then everybody tries to help himself at the expense of everybody
else and the result is over deflation. Progress can come not by
imagining that things already are as they ought to be, but by recognizing them exactly as they are and then striving to change them
along the lines which we think they ought to go.
Seldom has it been easier than at the present time to distribute
goods. The people are in great need. Transportation facilities
and labor are plentiful. Yet, distribution is at a very low level
because money is not forthcoming. This should help us to realize
that the production of money for the seller rather than the distribution of goods to the buyer is the distinguishing feature of our
present marketing process.
Society, of course, depends upon the marketing process for the
distribution of goods. But then society must also depend to a considerable extent on the manufacturers' spending for putting money
into circulation. In both cases society has been leaning on a weak
staff. The fact is that the individual concern distributes goods in
marketing for the same reason that it spends money in manufacturing, i.e., merely to facilitate getting what it is after. The thing
it is after in marketing is primarily to produce money rather than
to distribute goods just as in manufacturing it seeks to produce
goods rather than to put money into circulation. The cost accountant should not think of our present form of marketing as
distribution any more than he thinks of manufacturing as spending.
5
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Business Conceived as Two Factories
I should like now for you to look at Exhibit A. On this chart I
advocate a new division of costs instead of the orthodox division
between manufacturing and so- called "distribution."
Business is really a system of barter in which we first exchange
dollars for goods and then exchange goods for money, the purpose of this double exchange being to get back more money than
we parted with.
Therefore, I conceive of the manufacturing - merchant's business
as divided into two factories. First, there is the goods factory
which buys goods with money, and secondly, the money factory
which buys money with goods. The finished product of the goods
factory is in a sense the raw material of the money factory.
The primitive business man peddled his goods around until he
could induce somebody to give him money for them. Today the
typical salesman handles neither the goods nor the money. He
offers his goods by the use of samples or pictures and he collects
orders instead of money. These orders are offers by the customer
to pay money if certain goods are delivered. Upon acceptance they
become contracts. The fact that the orders are used as requisitions for goods has led many cost accountants to talk as if orders
were primarily the first stage in the production and delivery of
goods. From a cost point of view, however, this is putting the
cart before the horse. Orders are expensive to get not because
they represent the first stage in the movement of goods towards
the customer but because they represent the first stage in the movement of money away from the customer.
It may be interesting to compare the money factory with the
goods factory.
The salesman with his various overhead aids corresponds to the
factory labor and overhead. The merchandise he offers is his raw
material. The mechanism by means of which he converts his merchandise into money offers is the customer whose good will he
must maintain. The laws of psychology take the place of the laws
of mechanics. The factory machinery is completely under control
and protected against robbery but the customer is not under the
salesman's control and he may at any time be taken away by a
competitor.
7
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Executing the Sales Contract

.

Neither the goods factory nor the money factory complete their
respective jobs. The goods factory produces the goods which are
to be offered for money and the money factory produces the money
offers for the goods. There yet remains the third function, that of
executing the sales contract or carrying out the agreement of exchange. The money offer must be accepted and converted into a
requisition for goods; then the goods must be delivered and the
money collected. This is done by the warehouse, shipping, and
office departments.
These order - filling costs are additions to the cost of the goods
while the costs or losses involved in converting the money offer
into money is a discount from the value of the money offer itself.
The production of goods is really not complete until the goods
are produced where they are wanted, that is, until they are delivered. Manufacturing gives form value while delivery gives
place value. These order- filling costs do not accrue during the
manufacturing process and hence are not a part of the factory inventories, but they do accrue at the time of shipment. The assembly of goods at the door of the freight car with the accompanying invoices in the mail is a final assembly process which
should be costed the same as the assembly processes which precede
it. (Some people put warehouse and shipping costs in the manufacturing overhead but that is not right either, because these costs
do not vary with the number of machine hours of work in the
factory.)
Money- collecting costs are the costs of going after the money
when the customer does not keep his promise to pay on time. It
also includes the losses from bad accounts. Such expenses as the
credit, billing, and accounts receivable departments also have to do
with the collection of money but for practical reasons some of them
can best be handled as part of the order - filling cost. Invoices are
notifications of shipment as well as attempts to collect money and
the cost of invoicing varies with the number of orders and items
shipped rather than with the number of dollars collected. Other
expenses of this nature should be put in the order - filling cost if
they vary with the number of orders and in the money- collecting
cost if they vary with the amount of money collected. Our plan
8
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is to work out standard percentages of sales for money - collecting
costs and to deduct these standard percentages from the selling
price in somewhat the same way as--although separately from —
sales rebates.

Routine Operations vs. Speculative Investments
There are other reasons for the classification of costs shown on
this chart.
Order - filling costs, like manufacturing costs, are expenditures
for routine operations of a service nature. The order - filling organizations do not decide how much work they shall do. They
must do whatever work the orders from the selling end require
and the costs should be expected to vary as the orders vary. Hence,
it is unfair and undesirable to budget order - filling costs as definite
amounts per week or per month. The proper method of control
is the variable budget built up with standard unit costs.
Order - getting costs, on the other hand, are more like speculative investments. The cost per advertisement, per salesman's call,
and per sales letter can be figured fairly definitely; but the ratio
of sales secured to cost invested is subject to the laws of economics,
psychology, and chance. The amount of money to be spent can be
and ordinarily is determined before the results are known, while
the variation comes in the results, that is, in the amount of sales
obtained. The degree of efficiency should, therefore, be measured
by comparing actual sales with sales expected from the given expenditure, while the costs themselves should be controlled by
definite appropriations.
If we were selling our entire output to a single agent or wholesaler, we should have practically no order - getting cost. The order filling cost, on the other hand, would continue although very likely
it would be reduced.

Office and Warehouse Costs
I am going to discuss first these order - filling costs which in our
Company we call "Secondary Costs." They are the costs for our
office and warehouse departments, which are larger than many of
our manufacturing departments.
9

EEIIBIT B:

ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS OF WAREHOUSE AND OFFICE COST
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2
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0
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4
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0
0
0
0
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1
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3
71
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Estimating ( d)
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0
0
0
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0
2
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Management ( f )
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15
0
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75
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1
TOTAL
10A
1
1
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1
1
100
10
1
Notes:
(a ) Each kind of goods billed as one line on an invoice is an office item whereas each kind filled from a separati4 $dit4.:
is a warehouse item.
(b ) More correspondence cost ( not necessarily more letters ) applies to made -to- order than to stock goods.
( c ) Monthly balancing of accounts and receipt of cash and (1n some cases) monthly statements. Dealers have more orders
per month than customers buying made- to -order goods.
(d) Charged t o the Cost of Order - Getting.
(e) Together with the cost of bad accounts, this is covered by a standard percentage of the selling price , varyine for
different classes of customers.
(f) Charged the same way as the respective management expenses.
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We approached these costs in much the same way as problems
in manufacturing costs, that is:
First, we made detailed studies to check methods and policies
and establish standards.
Next, we devised plans for the current comparison of actual
costs with standards and the use of the standards in current accounting and pricing.
Our method of building up standard costs is shown on Exhibit B.
Classification of Office and Warehouse Costs
The columns on this sheet show the various organization sections of our office and warehouse. The horizontal lines show the
different factors which influence the cost. The percentages in each
column show the proportion of the cost governed by each
factor. The factors themselves are divided vertically on the chart
into three classes:
( i ) Factors which are combined in various ways into
a cost per item of merchandise sold and which account for 57% of the total cost.
(2)
Factors which are combined in various ways into
a cost per thousand cubic inches and which account
for 317o of the total cost.
(3) The rest of the office expense, which is charged
elsewhere than to secondary costs and which need
not concern us here.
The percentages, of course, are shown merely to give you an
idea of the relative influence of the different factors. Percentages
will naturally differ in different concerns and to an even greater
extent in different lines of business.
Order and Item Costs
About 2 2 % of the total office and warehouse cost varies with
the number of orders and 2 9 % with the number of items. An order calling for only one kind of goods would be a one -item order
whereas an order calling for five kinds would be a five -item order.
Longer orders with more items would increase the proportion of
the cost due to items. Also special made -to -order items require
more work and hence cost more than stock items.
11
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If we could persuade our dealers to combine their items into
one -half as many orders we could save one -half of the cost which
is variable per item. If we could go further and persuade them also
to double the quantity of goods ordered at one time we could also
save one -half of the item cost.
About 4% of the cost varies with the number of letters and the
number of letters tend to vary with the number of orders but only
with the orders of certain types. Very small stock orders which
are filled immediately have practically no effect on the letter cost.
About 276 of the cost varies with the number of customer months. These are the operations which take place each month
after one or more orders have been combined into a customer's account. This includes the cost of getting out the monthly statement
(when one is sent) and receiving and recording the routine monthly
payments, but not the cost of following up delinquent accounts.
We save customer - months only by cutting down the number of
customers who order each month. Cutting down the number of
orders placed by any one customer from 3 to 2 a month does not
save anything under this heading. Hence, small orders from
regular customers have no effect on this cost while selling small
orders to small customers would have direct effect. The number
of orders per customer -month differs for different types of customers. Dealers who order mostly stock goods average more
orders per month than large consumers who order mostly special
goods.
For the purpose of obtaining our merchandise cost we have to
convert the cost per customer -month and per letter into a cost per
order according to the ratios which apply for the respective class of
goods. This, plus the rest of the order cost, is converted into an
item cost on the basis of the number of items of different classes
of goods to an order. After all costs are converted to an item
basis the cost per item is divided by the quanity per item or average sale to get a cost per quantity unit.

'

Cubical Content Cost
About 300 of the total cost, which is 71fo of the warehouse
cost, has nothing to do with the way the goods are ordered by customers but is dependent principally upon the physical volume of
the goods themselves. There are, however, a few other factors
12
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which affect some of this cost. For example, the cost of replenishing warehouse inventories is affected slightly by the size of the
production orders issued to the factory by the warehouse. The
amount of warehouse space chargeable to each unit of product
varies with the amount of time the goods remain in stock, that is,
inversely to the speed of turnover. Very heavy goods requiring
heavy cases cost relatively more than lighter goods. Apart from
this, the cost of packing material varies directly with the cubical
content. So does a considerable portion of the labor of the warehouse and shipping departments. We, therefore, figure all of this
as a cost per cubic inch, varying with different kinds of goods.
Computing the Cost by Products
The process of figuring the standard secondary cost for any
given product is, therefore, something like this: We measure the
cubical content of the package and multiply this by the cost per
cubic inch. Then, we ascertain or estimate the quantity of goods
to an item. In the case of stock goods this is the average quantity
to a sale. In the case of a special order it is the quantity called for
on the work order. Then, we divide the cost per item by the quantity per item and get a secondary cost per quantity unit. Then, all
that remains is to add together the cubic inch cost and the item
cost and we have the total standard secondary cost for the product.
I believe that office and warehouse costs can be more accurately
allocated in this way than the larger part of the factory overhead
is ordinarily allocated. The principal difference is that this kind
of a cost has not yet acquired the authority and sanction of convention and fashion.
How Used in Accounting
The method of applying these secondary costs in our accounting
is, of course, quite different from the method of computing them.
Whereas the standards need not be revised oftener than once a
year, they are used in our accounting once a month.
Each office and warehouse department is charged with its actual
cost and credited with its variable budget. This budget is a definite
amount for fixed charges plus a standard amount per unit of work
actually performed. The budget, for example, might be $5, 000 a
month plus 25 cents per order or io cents per item on an order.
13
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In the case of packing material the budget is a definite standard
cost per thousand cubic inches. In other words the budget is supposed to represent what the cost should reasonably be expected to
be. The difference between the budget and the actual cost is supposed to reflect the variation in efficiency.
The budget credited to the departments will not agree with the
standard secondary cost charged to the cost of goods sold because
of the non - variability of some of the expenses and variations in
the way the goods are ordered; that is, in the ratio of quantities
to an item, items to an order, and orders and letters per customer.
The sales organization rather than the office or warehouse is responsible for this variation. We handle it in our accounting just
as we do that portion of the factory overhead variation due to
volume of sales.
In order to obtain the cost of goods sold, we add up by machine
the quantities of each kind of goods shipped during the month
and then once a month we multiply the total quantity of each kind
of goods by both the standard factory cost per unit and the standard secondary cost per unit. In the case of the factory cost the
cost of each item of stock goods is figured individually but for
made -to -order goods a system of broad averages is used. We do
not cost individual orders.
The selling price and cost of goods is divided into about 175
commodity classes. Each of these classes is charged monthly with
the aggregate standard factory cost plus the aggregate standard
secondary cost. The sum of these two costs compared with the net
selling price gives us for each class of goods what we call our secondary revenue.
This secondary revenue is the gross profit which we compare
with the order- getting costs, which I shall discuss next.
Product of Selling Is Money Not Goods
People who think of selling literally as the "distribution of
goods" expect to see selling costs built up according to kinds of
goods so that they can add the selling cost to the factory cost and
thus obtain one simple complete cost for the product.
Where we have one factory making raw material for another
factory we do not, however, expect the cost system of the second
14
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factory to be built up so as to show the cost of processing each
item of raw material it obtains from the first factory. It is just
as unreasonable to expect the cost system of the money factory
to be built up so as to show the cost of selling each item of goods
it obtains from the goods factory. In each case cost accounting
should look forward to the finished product of each factory rather
than backward to the materials consumed in the process. Merchandise is consumed in making money just as raw material is consumed in making goods. The individual commodity loses its identity when it is combined into a customer's order just as the raw
material loses its identity when it is combined into the finished
product.
If the factory is using only one kind of raw material to make its
product or the salesman is selling only one kind of merchandise to
obtain his money offers, the operating cost that applies to the finished product applies also to the raw material and the answer given
for one can be given for the other. We can do this in the case of
certain products which are sold only to certain classes of customers. Also it is possible in cases where we advertise a specific
product by itself. But if the factory is combining five raw materials to make its product or the salesman is combining five finished articles to obtain his money offers no definite answer can be
returned to the question of what it costs to use any one of the five
separately in the case of either the raw material or the finished
product.
We can compare the cost and value of substituting some other
returned to the question of what it costs to use any one of the five
and we can tell what the total cost of using the five together is but
any answer to what it costs to use each one separately must necessarily depend entirely upon the point of view and the market and
factory conditions existing at the time.
On Exhibit A, I attempted to show that from a cost standpoint
selling is something like this: From time to time we invest money
in the good will of customers. Then, at various times we apply
the labor of salesmen to use that goodwill so as to convert merchandise offers into money offers or orders. The customer is,
therefore, the production center and the money offer or order is
the finished product.
15
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Need for Planning When Preparatory Cost High
In the factory, planning is most important where the set -up preparatory cost is large as compared with the actual operating or
running time. In selling, traveling and waiting consumes from 70
to 8o7o of the salesman's time and it is only during the time he is
face to face with the customer that he can actually bring his selling
skill into play. Hence, we believe that there are great opportunities
for saving of indirect and wasted time by better planning and
scheduling of calls and by helping the salesman to bring into play
the greatest possible amount of information at the time of the call.
Regular vs. Occasional Customers
Our largest investment of good will is, of course, in our regular
customers. Also in their case the direct labor is most productive
because' it has the aid of the powerful good will mechanism.
Canvassing for new and occasional business is less immediately
productive either because the good will mechanism has not yet been
built up or because the possibilities are small. Such calls are,
therefore, more speculative and costly per dollar of sales. They
are more like expenditures for research and experimentation. It is
upon such research, however, that much of our progress depends.
There are two reasons why this time should be under control.
First, we want to be sure that a salesman does spend enough time
on work of this nature instead of confining his efforts entirely to
work that shows immediate results. Secondly, we want to see that
he doesn't spend too much time on it. Just what is enough and
not too much will depend on a variety of factors which can be
answered only by the management; that is, the needs for particular kinds of business, how much the company can afford to spend
at a particular moment for the sake of the future, and general
economic conditions in the locality or trade. Hence, this time
should be budgeted just as research expense is budgeted.
For both planning and cost purposes we, therefore, divide our
customers into two classes:
(i)

Regular customers who constitute less than one third of the number of customers and give us perhaps 9o% of our sales, and
16
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Occasional customers and prospects who constitute
a large number of accounts but give us only a small
part of our current sales.
These two classes, of course, are not wholly distinct because the
object is to convert the occasional ones into regulars and sometimes, of course, it works the other way.
. Our purpose is to have a complete file of information on each
regular customer and as much on potential customers as we can
accumulate. Such records show what the customer is now using,
whether he buys it from us or competitors, what others in his line
are using, and the volume of potential business. Ultimately, we
expect these cards to show also data bearing on the cost of selling
the customer.
(2)

Scheduling Calls
The information in this file enables us to schedule all calls on
regular customers and to attach to the call card or job ticket for
each call all information available which may help the call to be
more effective.
The first step in scheduling is to determine how often and at
about what time regular customers should be contacted. The frequency of calls depends upon four factors: (i) the value of the
customer to us, ( 2 ) his particular demands for service, (3) competitors' activities, and (4) the cost of making the contacts. The
time depends upon buying habits, seasonality of merchandise, and
economic conditions.
Call cards are then made out for each proposed call on a regular customer, largely by the use of addressing machines. These are
sorted geographically and chronologically. The sales manager then
determines the number of selling days for regular calls in each
area. To this there are added days for extra calls on regular customers. These might be at the customer's, salesman's or correspondence department's request, to get quotations, to show
sketches or to collect money. Let us say we have figured 5o days
for calls on regular customers. Perhaps we add I o % or 5 more
days for the extra calls. Then, we may decide to allow 2 0 % more
time for canvassing of occasional buyers and prospects, making a
total of 69 days for the specific area.
We have the country divided into about 350 geographical trad17
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ing areas which are supposed to remain always the same. After
we have determined the number of days required for each of these
areas enough of them must be added together to make a salesman's
year and then these areas must be assigned to a salesman.
Salesmen's Call Card
Exhibit C is the salesmen's call card or job ticket, and there is a
similar card for the sales correspondents.
You will notice that the salesmen's card has spaces for the customer's name, location, and class of business and the designation
of the salesmen.
Each Saturday in the case of metropolitan city salesmen and
just prior to the visit to a new town by a traveling salesman all
of the call cards for the ensuing week or the approaching town
visit are delivered or sent to the salesman together with all the
available information on the customers to be visited, cards being
filled out by the clerk to as great an extent as possible. The salesman carries blank cards which he fills in himself for unscheduled
calls or for future calls which he wishes ticklered at the office.
The salesman fills in the date of call, number of minutes consumed, and the result of the call; that is, was an order sold, and
if so, what and how much; was the order lost to a competitor, and
if so, to which and why; or did the salesman merely quote or request an estimate from the factory. If the salesman is unable to
see the buyer or for some other reason proposes to call again, he
accumulates the time on the back of the card and holds it until he
can see customer or is called upon for a report.
When the calls are completed the call cards are returned to the
regional office where they are inspected and all statements that
orders have been sent in are audited. A brief summary is then prepared for the regional manager showing by salesmen the number
of calls, the names, and amounts of sales, orders lost, or quotations
made, and notations regarding service complaints or anything else
of importance. The cards are then forwarded to the statistical section at the home office.
Record Card
The next step is to punch a tabulating machine card from each
call card. It has columns for the date, the number of minutes re19
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quired by the call, the salesman's number, the kind of a call, the
customer's number, the territory, the kind of business, class of
order, results of call, commodity, quantity, unit price, aggregate
price, number of items on order, whether new with customer or
taken from competitor; or if the order was lost the name of competitor to whom lost, and the reason for losing. A sale calls for
punching one set of facts, a lost order for another set, and no immediate result at all for another set.
By the use of tabulating machinery we can cheaply and quickly
sort and add these cards according to any combination or sequence.
Kind

of

Reports Available

For example, from these cards we can compile daily reports of
sales by classes of orders and monthly reports of sales by salesmen
and territory. Whenever we need the information we can also
compile special reports on kinds of goods, individual large customers, and a variety of other facts.
From the cards representing lost orders we can compile reports
on competitive trends. For example, we can show that so many
orders for such and such quantity and value of any particular kind
of goods and class of customer was lost on account of price, delivery time, or any other kind of a reason. This information can be
classified by competitors, by goods, or by reason for losing order.
Method of Computing Costs
The number of minutes required for the calls can also be classified for each salesman and sales area by classes of customer, size
of customer or order, and in other ways. Calls on consumer purchasers who buy principally one class of goods can also be classified by goods. After the number of minutes has been obtained
for each salesman or area it can be multiplied by an hour rate to
get the cost. So far we have not adopted any set of regular reports
but have merely been using the cards for special studies of various
kinds.
The total number of minutes used for calls will, of course, fall
far short of accounting for all of the salesmen's time. It will include only the time spent at the customer's or prospect's establishment in waiting, interviewing, and, in the case of dealers, examin20
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ing stock. It does not include any time spent by the salesman at
his office or in traveling from town to town or from customer to
customer. The latter is of the nature of indirect cost. The ratio
of the calling time to the total time for similar types of territory
will, of course, be a criterion by which to judge the effectiveness
of the planning.
Salesman's Hour Rate
The salesman's hour rate can be made up in various ways according to the purpose for which the information is required. Also
if we are considering the budget for a current depression year we
would leave out the relatively fixed and remote costs and consider
only the directly savable items whereas if we are considering long range policies we would include all costs which tend to vary with
the number of salesmen.
The salesmen's salary and the living expenses for which the
company pays tend, of course, to vary with the salesmen's time, although the savings made by reducing the non - productive time are
shared with the salesmen in the form of bonuses and eventually
higher salaries. Salesmen's training and supervision and road and
office equipment costs also vary in the long run with the number
of salesmen.
Most of the other expenses tend to vary with the number of
calls. Only a small part of the expense varies with the number of
orders, the value of the sales, and the number of customers.
Travel expense can be divided for non - geographical purposes in
ratio with the number of calls. For other purposes, it must be
studied geographically as an item by itself.
Geographical Analyses
In figuring the cost by localities a different procedure is necessary for country districts where there are long and relatively expensive jumps between towns and for metropolitan territories
where the intra -call cost is relatively smaller. Where there are long
jumps the time spent traveling plus the railroad fares and other
similar transportation expenses gives the total cost of travel between towns. It is worse than a waste of effort to attempt to divide this intertown cost to the towns on any average basis. The
really valuable thing to know is what will happen to the total inter 21
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town cost if the route is rearranged or some of the towns eliminated. The only way to do this, I think, is to figure out the cost
of traveling the territory in different ways and then to select the
most profitable way.
Comparing Cost With Value
In determining the profitability of any marketing unit, (whether
town, salesm( n, or what not) it is naturally necessary to compare
the cost with the revenue yield. Sales are quite commonly used
for the purpose because the easiest to obtain, but naturally some
sales are much more valuable than others. The real value obtained
from selling is measured by the excess of the selling price over the
cost of making and delivering the goods.
Attitude of Sales Force
Some will think that these call cards impose too msch of a burden on the salesmen. This one card, however, takes the place of
four separate reports previously required and it is designed so that
it can be filled in with a minimum of writing. Except for a weekly
report of travel expense it is the only report that the salesmen have
to make out. Also the request for information as to time was not
imposed suddenly but gradually over a period of years, starting
with our best and most enlightened salesmen.
Habit governs the salesmen the same as everybody else.
Naturally they are fond of their independence. If they think you
are trying to keep tabs on them because of lack of trust or to keep
them from going to the ball game when they really deserve time
off they will resent it. Who wouldn't? But if the salesman is
made to see the need and use of the information and how it can
help him to become more valuable to his company, many will welcome it just as many foremen do. Others merely get used to it.
As in the factory, the attitude of the men tends to fall in line with
that of the man upon whom their advancement depends.
The highest ranking salesman in the world is the ambassador
from one nation to another. His job is not only to negotiate treaties
but to keep his principal completely informed so that the greatest
degree of cooperation can be obtained between principal and
agent. Certainly he must report the factors which interfere with
the signing of treaties. Our endeavor has been to educate our
22
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salesmen to take this broader and higher conception of their duty.
The good salesman must also be a good reporter. In addition to
selling goods he must also be the continuous source of information
on conditions in his territory which may affect the future of the
business.
Our various sales managers feel that they need information of
this sort just as much as the factory manager needs the cost data
which are furnished him as a matter of necessity. There are two
differences, however, between the sales and factory needs. In the
first place the salesman differs from the factory operative in that
he is part of the management. He is foreman of his territory as
well as operator. Factory experience shows that the cost and planning departments can increase the value of the foreman. The salesman needs most if not all of the information the sales manager
needs. In the second place it is not practical even if it were desirable or necessary to have cost reporters travel with the salesmen.
We did this a few times when we first began our studies but this
was merely for a starter. From time to time we send out trained
research workers to make special investigations but as a general
rule if the information is to be obtained it must be furnished by
the salesman.
Attitude of Staff Men
In each of our five regions we have a staff man who day by day
interprets the cost information and planning proposals to the sales
organization. In two of our regions we are using former heads
of our factory cost department for this purpose. The attitude of
these staff men is naturally very important. Factory cost and planning departments have often made the mistake of playing up
errors disclosed in former practices and have thus lost the good
will and cooperation of the operating men and given a splendid
excuse to have all mistakes laid at the door of the new planning
efforts. In our sales work it is even more important to avoid such
mistakes.

Mail Selling
This finishes the story on salesmen's costs and now we can consider the two other kinds of order - getting costs —mail order and
advertising.

23
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The procedure for sales correspondents is somewhat the same
as for salesmen, only simpler. They use a form similar to that
shown as Exhibit C. Certain small towns and their customers are
assigned to the sales correspondent in the same way as to a salesman. When the correspondent writes a sales letter he dictates
how the record card should be made out. If he turns a prospect's
inquiry over to a salesman he dictates a salesman's call card to be
put on the salesman's schedule. This process is reversed when a
salesman requests mail aid.
A certain proportion of the mail sales budget is assigned to
general canvassing for prospects the same as in the case of salesmen. It is relatively easy to compare the cost of each mail campaign with the direct yield therefrom.
Advertising Costs
The larger part of our advertising appropriation is for national
advertising to the home consumer. Every advertisement contains
an invitation to write for further information to a certain department. The department number and letter identifies the publication
and issue.
We evaluate the different publications, sizes of space taken, and
types of copy as follows:
First, we have the cost of what we pay per insertion; then
we divide this by the number of inquiries from each insertion to
get a cost per inquiry; finally, by a sampling method we endeavor
to find out the average amount of gross profit which is set in
motion by an inquiry.
This sampling process is carried out by sending questionnaires
at certain lengths of time after we have answered the inquiry. In
these we ask such questions as: How many dollars' worth of material did you use? What dealer did you buy it from?
We have received a lot of answers to these questionnaires and
we have checked up a considerable portion of them with the dealers. On the assumption that the answers were correct for the
proportion who sent in answers, and that the ones who did not
answer bought only a minimum amount, we have been able to estimate the value of the inquiries as producers of sales and gross
profit.
24
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This completes the story on the detail of marketing cost and
brings us to the subject of how the total marketing cost together
with the factory cost should be used in connection with the establishment of selling prices and the master control of the business
as a whole.
Three Pricing Theories
We may consider prices under two headings; first, the desirable
price which we should strive to get; and secondly, the minimum
price below which we should refuse to accept an order. Let us
consider the desirable price first. There are three more or less
distinct theories for determining this which, for convenience, I
shall call :
( t ) Cost -plus
(2)
Cost -as -a- guide -to- market -price
(3) Market value.
Cost -plus Basis of Pricing
The cost -plus school, in its extreme form, conceives of pricing
as a process of fairly allocating costs to the distributees of merchandise. The theory is that the ideal price is a price which makes
every product pay its fair share of all costs, both manufacturing
and marketing. There are many kinds of merchandise, however,
for which the consumer would not be willing to pay that much.
Also, the customers who are best able to pay their fair share of
the joint costs often have the power to demand the lowest prices.
Yet, it may be worth while to sell such goods and customers because on a marginal basis they add more to our revenues than they
do to our costs.
The cost -plus method is best adapted to small industries which
have close personal contact with the buyers, especially where the
buyer dictates exactly how the product is to be made. It is suited
to monopoly only when there is a non - elastic demand for the product or government price control. Under state socialism or any
form of planned social economy, it might be used more extensively.
Cost -as -a- Guide -to -Mark et -Basis
The cost -as -a- guide -to- market school goes on the principle that
there is a similarity between the costs and mark -up practices of
25
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different concerns in the same industry. Hence, if one knows
one's own cost and has an idea how it differs from the competitor's
and how much the competitor is in the habit of adding to his cost
to get his price, then one can make a shrewd guess as to what the
competitor will quote.
The sort of a cost to use for this purpose is not the complete
cost nor is it necessarily a properly computed cost. Rather it is a
cost figured the same way the competitor figures it regardless of
right or wrong. Usually this is only the factory cost, except that
when we are competing with a specialized industry we know such
industry, unless it is living on its capital, must in the long run
cover its complete cost in the selling price of the product in which
it specializes. In the short run, however, it may be satisfied to cover
considerably less. Industries which sell a variety of products quite
commonly do not know what their complete cost is for any single
line. Hence, in such cases this complete cost can as yet have little
effect on the market price. As the knowledge of marketing costs
is extended we may expect it to have more influence on price.
The cost -as -a- guide -to- market method is best adapted to industries which through their trade associations have adopted uniform
cost accounting practice and which sell on special quotations. It
can be used by any concern which has a line on its competitor's
costs and mark -up habits.
Market Value Basis
The more scientific schools of thought conceive of pricing as a
process of judging market values, that is, comparing an article of
unknown value with various articles of known value and assigning
to the unknown a place in the price scale commensurable with its
probable relative utility in the eyes of prospective purchasers.
After the price is approximately determined an attempt should be
made to organize the cost structure so that a profit can be made
at the pre - determined price. If this is not possible the article will
not be adopted or if already adopted it will be discontinued. If the
quantity sold is likely to vary with the price, the price will be
established so as to yield the maximum aggregate amount of profit
on existing investment —or the maximum percentage of return on
the investment if the investment is yet to be determined.
26
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The market value method is better adapted to general use than
the other two methods. Also, it is probably better from the point
of view of social theory. Society should distribute its rewards
not in proportion to effort expended —that is, cost —but rather in
proportion to the benefit or value it receives. The efficient deserve
more plus above the cost than the inefficient.
In a free market, supply and demand govern price, and cost influences supply merely in the way that utility influences demand.
Furthermore, the influences come not only from our costs and our
customers' needs, but also from the costs and needs of all the
other buyers and sellers and from all the erroneous ideas concerning each which exist in the market.
Price investigations showing what competitive goods are selling
for in dealers' stores, how changes in price effect sales, and a systematic record of orders lost on account of price can be used to
good advantage in keeping in touch with market values.
Below - Which - Refuse Price
The problem of how low a concern can afford to reduce prices
in exceptional cases to get the business is also somewhat complicated. It involves business strategy and trading tactics as well as
cost -profit analysis and control. For convenience, the factors involved may be listed as follows:
First, Don't break the market (at least unreasonably).
Secondly, Don't weaken the morale of the price - setting personnel, and
Thirdly, Don't undertake unprofitable business.
Unless the total market demand increases as the price is reduced the ultimate effect of price- cutting is to reduce everybody's
profit without increasing anybody's sales. Breaking the market,
however, has no relation to cost but only to the existing price
level. We break the market whenever we lead the way to a price
lower than the customary price, no matter how high or how low
that price may be. When, however, we follow competitors in reducing prices we are merely endeavoring to participate in a market
already broken.
The problem of reinforcing the price- makers themselves is one
of organization and education. It seems to me that price- making
27
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requires the effort and balance of two different types of minds.
On one side it requires for its proper performance a wide knowledge of the market, that is, of customers and their purchasing
habits, of competitors and their pricing or quoting habits, and of
the relative value in the market of different types of merchandise.
This, however, must be balanced by an analytical knowledge of
costs and of the factors affecting costs both in the long range and
at the particular moment. To combine both types of information
into one mind is difficult. Therefore, there may be some value
in having two types of individuals working together in determining price, one with market intuition and experience, and the other
with cost and budgetary training.
This brings us to the discussion of what is profitable and what
is unprofitable business.
Some cost authorities define unprofitable business as business
sold below factory cost but I am unable to agree with this definition. Ordinarily, business is unprofitable unless sold at a considerable advance over factory cost whereas at certain times it may not
be unprofitable to sell at less than factory cost. The factory cost
doubtless has some value as a base for trade association agreements
because most manufacturers know or think they know their factory cost. If, however, there is in fact no agreement to use the
factory cost as a base I can see no scientific reason why it should
be so used.
If you will now refer to Exhibit D I shall explain what I believe to be the scientific relation between selling prices and costs.
The chart, you will notice, is divided vertically into five parts,
which reading from the bottom up are factory, cost, order - filling
cost, order- getting cost, general management cost, and at the top
profit.
Three Degrees of Cost Variability
The factory indirect costs and the order - filling —that is, the
office and warehouse costs are each divided into three parts according to the degree of variability.
Some expenditures such as factory raw material and direct labor
and part of the indirect costs are automatically variable. That is,
if we don't take an order we won't use the raw material or the
direct labor, the packing material and certain other expenses. We
28
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have standard unit costs to control such expenditures and it is
somebody's business to see that they vary directly with the volume
of business. Therefore, I have called these costs automatically
variable.
Other parts of the factory overhead and of the office and warehouse do not vary directly or immediately with the volume of
business but if the volume continues low we can reorganize to save
them. I have called these costs "Variable by Reorganization."
Finally, we come to some factory and order - filling costs which
have absolutely no relation to the current volume of business.
They are of two kinds: those that are the result of the past, and
those that are in preparation for the future. Among the costs relating to the past are depreciation due to time rather than to use
and, perhaps, taxes. Among those relating to the future are some
management, research, and maintenance expenses and, perhaps,
insurance. Some of these can be saved by executive fiat when they
cannot be afforded but the ability to save them is not changed by
the current volume of business. These expenses have to do with
providing capacity rather than with using capacity. It is only in
the very long run that they can be considered as variable.
How Relationship to Capacity Affects Policy
Horizontally, Chart D is divided into three parts based on the
relationship between the capacity of the money factory (or sales
organization) and the capacity of the goods factory, which here
includes both manufacturing and order - filling. Changes in the relationship between these may be caused by economic conditions,
over - expansion, obsolescence, poor management, or a variety of
other factors.
In the factory and order - filling units, costs per unit of output
tend to decline with the volume of business. In the order - getting
end, on the other hand, there is a tendency for costs per dollar of
sales to increase as we reach out for more customers. This follows the so- called law of diminishing returns. Somewhere there
is the most profitable volume to make and sell and it is the aim of
scientific budgetary control to discover this point and maintain the
balance thereabouts. This point of greatest profitability will, of
course, change as the business grows and it will vary with economic
conditions.
30
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The statement at the head of each column is intended to indicate
the policy which should be followed if the selling price obtainable
does not cover the costs represented by the shaded portion of this
column.
In using the term "selling price" here I mean the net selling
price after deducting discounts and other rebates and a fair allowance for bad accounts. The amount to be included in the price for
such things would usually vary according to the type of customer
and not according to the kind of goods.
When Two Factories Are in Balance
Let us consider first the center group of columns indicating the
policy when the goods and money factories are in balance. Let us
assume that this balance is at the point of greatest profitability and
that general business conditions are at a point about midway between prosperity and depression.
Under such a balanced condition we should expect the price of
the product to cover a fair return on the investment used exclusively for such product, but every product would not have to pay
for a fair share of the equipment used jointly for other products.
Some might pay less than their fair share if other products are able
to pay more than their share.
What Calls Are Worth Making
We should not plan to call on any customer unless the aggregate amount of money we expect to receive from him pays for all
the cost we could save if we planned not to call. The elimination
of any one customer or group of customers, however, will not
save all of the order - getting cost which might fairly be allocated
against such customer or customers. It will save only the marginal
or differential cost. Therefore, if the selling price covers this
margin it may still pay to call.
What Products Are Worth Selling
In the same way we should not plan to sell any product or group
of products unless the selling price covers all of the order - getting
cost which could be saved if we planned not to sell it. If the product is sold to only one class of customer then eliminating the prod 31
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uct would make it unnecessary to call on such customers. But if
the product is only one of several sold to the same customer we
might save very little or nothing by its elimination.
There is, however, some question as to how many items a salesman can expect to sell during one call without having an attempt to
sell a less profitable item interfere with the attempt to sell a more
profitable item. If the salesman always started at the top of the
profit scale and then worked down the scale until either his own
skill or the patience of the customer were exhausted, there would
be the least risk but this method is hardly adapted to universal
use. Also, just as soon as the factory capacity for the higher
profit item is oversold, it probably becomes more important to sell
sonic of the other items than to work overtime or buy more equipment to produce the oversold item. Also there is the question of
how many items the average salesman can be expected to master.
As we have a very large line we have been trying to solve this
problem but have not yet wholly succeeded. The answer seems
to vary with the appeal of the merchandise, the skill required from
the salesman, and the type of buyer to whom we attempt to sell.
Some merchandise may have so much appeal that it sells itself and
helps to sell other merchandise. Some requires so much skill that
it is desirable to have salesmen specialize on it at least in the
larger towns. Some customers are anxious to see a full line, some
let the salesmen look over their stock and write up their orders,
others are impatient and will look at only a few items.
We can say, however, that so long as all the sales to a customer
pay for more than we could save by not calling —as shown by the
heavy shading on Exhibit D —and the price of each product pays
for more than could be saved by eliminating it —as shown by the
light shading —there is no real necessity that each product pay
any specific portion of the joint costs.
Yet, if an article is to be kept in the line it ought to contribute
at least something toward the joint costs. Also, if it can't contribute its fair share, it ought to be under perpetual challenge.
There is always the chance that such a situation denotes inefficiency.
Then also, we can try to substitute some other product either by
emphasizing to the customer sonic other item already in our line
or by seeking to invent some new item to take its place.
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When to Refuse an Order
Suppose, however, that we have planned the calls in expectation
of getting a fair price but find that our choice lies only between
accepting a lower price or none at all. Suppose, we send the salesmen to a distant place to get some particular order and then refuse
the order because the price offered would pay for only one -half
of the cost of the salesman's trip: What is the result? We lose
the whole cost of the trip instead of losing only one -half. If we
can't get back all of the order - getting cost it is better —at least so
far as immediate profit is concerned —to get back whatever we can.
Business is necessarily a venture and costs are, to a large extent,
investments made before the sales are determined. Therefore,
pricing especially in the short range must often be primarily a
salvaging operation an attempt to recover what one can from a
bad investment.
Or, suppose an unsolicited order is handed to a salesman or sent
in by mail. In such case there is no marginal order - getting cost to
be considered.
The situation is quite different in respect to the factory and order getting costs below the double line shown on Chart D. At the time
the order is accepted these costs have not yet accrued and there is
at least the opportunity of saving them. When the capacities are
in balance there should be a good chance to fully utilize our factory overhead without any specific order. Therefore, unless we
can get back in the selling price a little more than the sum of the
factory and order - filling cost, it is usually better to refuse the
order.
For this reason the sum of the factory and order - filling cost may
be used as a rock bottom minimum price during ordinary times.
The theoretical goal for any given sales organization is to sell the
plant capacity for an aggregate selling price as much in excess of
this as is feasible, without regard to the percentage of selling price
to cost.
When Sales Are Below Factory Capacity
Let us turn now to the left -hand set of columns on Chart D in
which it is assumed that the money factory cannot sell the output
of the goods factory. This is a condition distressingly familiar
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to many of us although we hope now that it may speedily pass
away.
You will see that these three columns are headed "Organized to
Produce" and not "Equipped to Produce." Presumably the goods
factory would at such times be organized to produce considerably
less than the capacity of the equipment.
Under such conditions we can change our method of computing
the value of a call by eliminating the fixed charges of the goods
factory. Such fixed charges go on whether calls are made or not.
If a fter we have disregarded these fixed charges we find the
price will not pay for what we can save by eliminating the product the product should be abandoned.
Until we are ready and able to reorganize, however, there is no
need of refusing orders if we can get back even a little more than
the variable costs. The goal, at such times, is to get as large an
aggregate amount of selling price in excess of these savable costs
as possible (regardless of percentage).
Varying the Sales Force With Economic Conditions
In certain kinds of business it may pay to cut down the selling costs during times of depression whereas in other lines it pays
to sell more intensely when general business is poor. The answer
depends upon which is the greater —the extra cost for another
layer of intensity or extensiveness in selling or the loss from
wasted overhead in the factory. This in turn depends upon the
further elasticity of the specific market and the ratio of the
savable to the non - savable costs.
So long as the marginal selling expense from an additional
call is less than the excess of the selling price derived therefrom
over the shaded costs, it pays to snake additional calls. If, however, the capacity of the sales organization is limited —as it may
be by the time required for training —we should be careful to use
this limited capacity to the best advantage. In such cases we
should theoretically auction the salesman's time for the highest
gross profit opportunities per salesman's hour.
The sales planning department is expected to build up information to show us how best to cover the country with vari34
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ous numbers of salesmen. In the case of ordinary business
cycles such as we had before 1930 we believe that the sales
force should be reduced on the up curve of the cycle and increased on the down curve. This tends to even out the production of the goods factory during the ordinary business cycle and
permits the rate of factory expansion to be based on the long
range trend.
When Sal es A re Above Factory Capacity
Let us now look at the right -hand set of columns on Chart
D. Here we assume that the sales organization can produce
more than the factory is equipped to make. I have assumed
that the goods factory organization will have been expanded in
balance with sales until the capacity of the equipment or some
part of it is reached.
As the capacity of the plant will now be the limiting factor,
such capacity should theoretically be auctioned off to the highest
bidder, the value of each bid being measured by the revenue per
machine hour above the double line. In such cases it is better
to sell a product made of expensive material at a relatively low
percentage above total factory cost than to get a higher percentage on a product made of cheaper material which such
higher percentage of cost gives a lower amount of revenue per
hour for the use of limited equipment.
When to Expand
We must remember that it is not worth while to invest in
new or additional equipment unless we can expect a fair return
on such equipment over and above the current costs. Just what
is a fair return to expect will vary according to the market value
of money and according to how sure it is and how the chances
of loss compare with the chances of a larger gain. Generally
speaking, the longer the life on which the depreciation rate is
based the greater the risk of losing part of the principal. The
important point to consider here, however, is that during depressions we usually get less than a fair return. Therefore, unless
we get more than a fair return during prosperity the chances
are that the investment will not pay in the long run.
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We may now sum up this theory of pricing as follows:
The selling price of any product should be at least equal to
the cost which can be saved by not making and selling it and it
should contribute toward paying for the joint costs as much
more as the market value permits. This contribution, however,
must not be less than the amount which would be contributed
by any other product which could be substituted for it.
CONCLUSION
Two Common Objections
Apart from the inevitable differences of opinion between different people there are two common objections to the sort of
procedure I have outlined. One is that it involves too much
clerical work and the other is that it is too complicated for
practical use. Twenty years ago and even later in many concerns
we heard the same story in the factory.
Clerical Costs vs. Management and Mismanagement Costs
We have, of course, reduced our clerical work in the factory,
partly because improved mechanisms have made it possible and
partly because having gone through a period of trial and error
we are now able to concentrate our effort where it will do the
most good.
The improved clerical methods, which have been developed in
factory cost work, are going to be of great aid in making practical the compilation of marketing costs, but to suppose that in
other respects marketing cost work can start at the point which
it took factory costs 25 years to reach is to expect the impossible.
Short -cut methods in mathematics were not and could not have
been successfully developed until after the general principles of
mathematics were thoroughly understood. Guesses which are
made without any real basic knowledge cannot be called approximate facts; they are every bit as likely to be approximate errors.
Our experience has been that the guess of the practical man is no
nearer to the truth in marketing than your experience has found
it in manufacturing.
When we know very little about a subject we must, to get the
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same assurance, study it much more thoroughly than is necessary
later when we know more about it. Cost research must precede
cost accounting. First we must have a relatively profound analysis to determine policies. Later we can use simpler and less
expensive clerical methods to check up on and control the carrying out of these policies.
The judgment of our executives can be no better than the information on which it is based. It is cheaper to use the time of
clerks than the time of managers to obtain routine facts. It is
a penny- wise - pound- foolish policy to pay high salaries for executive judgment and then permit such judgment to be based on
faulty information. Unfortunately our books of account show
only the pennies expended and cover up the pounds lost. The
analytical laboratory is sometimes expensive but it cannot begin
to compete with the cost of making mistakes on a large scale.
Complexities Offer Opportunities for Technicians
The complexities of marketing cost accounting like the errors
of management are due to the complexities of business itself.
Now we must admit that simple methods of cost accounting are
very desirable. So are simple methods of ending the depression.
The difficulty in both cases is that simple methods usually fail
really to solve complicated problems. The fact is that man must
master the intricacies of business rather than expect business to
yield to his simplicities.
Of course, we must not expect people who are trained primarily
to sell goods to do work so at variance with their training as some
of the things I have outlined tonight. That, however, means
merely that we shall have to develop cost and planning technicians
in the field of marketing in the same way that we have had to
develop them in the field of manufacturing. Therein lies the
opportunity for the cost accountants, both young and old.
A Challenge to Cost Accountants
Most of the pioneer work in the field of manufacturing costs
has been done and there is danger that this association may now
yield to the conservatism of advancing age. But here is a virgin
field for your talents. Look into it and you will find your principal job lies ahead, not behind.
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AL L O C AT I O N O F D I S T RI BUT I O N E X P E N S E S
CLASSE S O F P R O D UC T B Y US E O F
ST A N D A RD RA T E S

BY

By J . Ross Smith, General Fa ctory Accountant,
Western Electric Co., New York, N. Y.
article outlines a basis whereby distribution expenses may
T HIS
be allocated by classes of product.
Distribution expenses may be defined as those expenses incurred which are not provided for in the cost of development
and manufacture, comprising the following:
Selling Expenses
Advertising
Warehousing (including storage, packing and delivery)
Financial and Accounting (includes billing, credits, collections
and accounting pertaining to distribution as contrasted with
production)
Administration expenses not provided for in the cost of man ufacture.
In ascertaining selling prices a factor is included for distribution expenses. In many cases it is not equitable to assume that the
total cost of distribution should be spread uniformly over all production any more than it would be safe to make a similar assumption in allocating manufacturing expenses.
It is generally thought that the measuring and accounting for
time and materials included in manufacturing costs is a different
proposition from that of determining how much of a salesman's
time shall be provided for in establishing the selling price of an
article.
Even though distribution expenses which are to be allocated are
different in character from expenses incurred in the production
of merchandise, they are sufficiently similar, however, to permit
applying the same fundamental principles in allocating distribution expenses as those used in allocating the manufacturing expenses to production centers or by classes of product.
Most works accountants recognize the necessity of making
studies of the processes and operations involved on any one
product in order to establish the manufacturing overhead appli38
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cable to that product. Thus, through time studies and special
analyses, standard loading rates for manufacturing expenses have
been determined.
It is equally desirable to apply similar methods in allocating
distribution expenses for the purpose of computing standard distribution loading rates by classes of product.
A question may arise at this point as to "Why have standard
rates for distribution expense in place of actual rates ?" It is
an accepted fact that the application of the actual manufacturing
expenses by classes of products is undesirable, especially during
periods of depression when the manufacturer cannot hope to pass
along in the price the cost of surplus plant capacity. It is the
writer's opinion that for similar reasons it would be found impracticable to make use of the actual distribution expenses by
classes of product in determining selling prices. In fact, in many
instances the price has to be determined before the actual expenses are known. Where standard rates are used, however, it
is necessary that periodic revisions be made in order to be assured
that the rates are representative of average conditions.
The first step in establishing standard distribution rates is to
determine the number of products among which the distribution
expenses are to be divided and then to ascertain the standard cost
of sales over a normal period for each product. The standard
distribution loading rates are expressed in relation to the standard
manufacturing cost of sales. In determining the standard rates
it should be understood that the estimated expenses and cost of
sales should be for the same period, or each should represent
normal or average conditions. It will also be necessary to consult the records for past performances and, where records of past
performances are not available, it will be necessary to provide for
recording the data necessary for computing standard rates.
The second step is to discover the unit which can be used best
in allocating the distribution expenses.
Distribution expenses, like manufacturing expenses, fall in
three general groups:
t.

Direct.

a. Indirect —which can be allocated on some bases other than
in relation to sales or cost of sales.
39
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3. Indirect —where it is necessary to resort to some arbitrary
methods of prorating.
The following are some suggested bases:
i . Direct Expense
(a) The direct class includes expenses which may be readily
allocated directly to each product and where it is possible to measure, at least approximately, the cost of the
effort incurred in performing for a particular product
one of the functions of distribution, such as the rent cost
of warehouse space occupied by the product. In this
class, items such as the following are grouped:
t. Salaries and expenses of the Sales Organization
including office salesmen who specialize in relatively few classes of products.
2. Advertising.
3. Warehousing.
(b) The division of sales expense may be ascertained by
having the salesmen furnish in their reports, data on
the estimated number of hours devoted to each line
handled whether or not sales are made.
(c) The cost of advertising may be charged directly to the
classes advertised. An analysis of the expenditures for
advertising will show approximately how much of the
cost of advertisement is chargeable to each product.
(d) To determine the rent cost of warehousing by classes
of product, usually it is not difficult to obtain the normal
floor space occupied by each product, the areas being
extended at the rent cost for the kind of space occupied.
(e) Time studies should be made to determine the effort
required in the receiving, packing (including cost of
packing materials), and shipping departments, to handle a specified quantity of the various articles included
in each of the production classes.
2.

Indirect Expenses —Other than prorata to sales or cost of
sales
This class includes clerical expenses such as those incurred
in writing orders, keeping stock records, billing, youchering,
and other accounting and financial effort which is not in
40
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direct relation to the cost of sales. These expenses usually
are in proportion to the number of units of work handled
by these departments. In some instances, the number of
items shown on the bills to customers is a fair unit to use
in allocating these expenses to classes of product. The number of items on the following bill would be counted as four
items:
One storage battery
io

crossarms
ioo crossarm bolts
i 0 0 0 ft. of rubber covered wire
Where tabulating cards are used to record sales and cost of
sales the number of items on the bill may be readily provided for in one of the fields on the tabulating card, thereby
making it possible to obtain these data with very little effort.
3. Indirect Expenses —To be prorated on some arbitrary bases
This class of expense includes such items as salaries and
expenses of executives who have general supervision over
company affairs.
These expenses may be prorated to classes of product
based on:
(a) The sum of
the allocation of direct expenses in i and the indirect
expenses in 2, or
(b) In relation to sales or cost of sales, or
(c) Some other appropriate method for prorating
Uses Which Can Be Made of Standard Distribution Loading Rates
i. By the sales department.
(a ) In establishing prices and preparing estimates
(b) Enables the sales manager to know in advance the
margin between the selling price of any article and the
complete cost thereof (shop cost plus distribution). If
the price is less than the complete cost the sales manager does not have to wait until monthly statements
are received to know that the article is unprofitable.
41
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(c) The sales manager knows which classes are profitable
and he can then determine what should be done to increase the volume of business in these lines.
z. By the accountant.
(a ) In preparing a report showing comparison of the distribution expenses incurred with the amount of distribution expenses liquidated in the cost of sales of all
products, thereby establishing, monthly, the over or
underabsorbed distribution burden, as is done for manufacturing expenses. It is not necessary to record the
over or underabsorbed distribution expenses on the
ledgers as it is presumed the distribution expenses are
charged off currently to profit and loss as incurred.
(b) In preparing reports to show by classes of product the
sales, gross profits, distribution expenses and net profits
applicable thereto.
(c) In preparing budgets.
3. By the management.
(a ) In controlling expenditures for distribution.
(b) Where the class of product is unprofitable or does not
show the proper margin of profit, information is available showing by classes of product the cost for each of
the functions of distribution — thereby giving management a tool which may be used in deciding upon what
expenditures should be and can be reduced.
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